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Lochiel Cub Pack – Badge Positions for New Cubs 
 

For all Cubs 
At investiture we give out the following uniform badges:  

 Membership Award 
 Scotland Flag 
 Clyde Region 
 Great Western District 

 Group Name Tape -20th Glasgow (1st 
Milngavie) 

 Lochiel Cub Pack Name Tape 

 
We also (when possible) give out a fun badge (“Welcome to Cubs” or similar).  This is not a 
uniform badge and can be placed on a polo shirt or badge blanket* if you have one. 
 
For Cubs who were previously in Beavers  
At investiture we also give former Beavers the following uniform badges:  

 Moving On Award.   
 
 
Beavers can also move their blue Staged Activity Badges (highest level only) to their Cub uniform 
(left sleeve) – see next page for more info. 
 
*Badge Blankets 
If you want to keep all the old yellow Beaver Activity Badges, lower levels of Staged Activity 
Badges and Beaver Challenge Awards you might like to invest in a badge blanket.  It is a great 
place to keep badges as you move up through the sections and is also a nice way to 
collect badges from Scout campsites and other events.  It is sometimes also known as a camp 
blanket.  Let us know if you would like to see one.   
 
Recycling Uniforms 
If you would like to hand your old Beaver uniform in to be reused, please pass this to a Leader.  
Equally, please contact a Leader if you would like a second-hand Cub jumper or polo shirt.  
 
Don’t Panic! 
We appreciate this is a lot of sewing so don't worry if you don't manage it straight away.  We 
usually do "inspection" once a term but we'll give plenty of warning! 
 
Many thanks for your support. 
 
Lochiel Cubs Leadership Team 
20th Glasgow (1st Milngavie) 
lochiel.cubs@gmail.com 

mailto:lochiel.cubs@gmail.com


Badge Positions on Cub Uniform 
 
There is a useful diagram here https://prod-cms.scouts.org.uk/media/13340/2-uniform-diagrams_may2021_cubs.png that shows where the uniform 
badges go.  There is further information on the Parent Portal of Online Scout Manager https://www.onlinescoutmanager.co.uk/login.php 
(NB: 1st Milngavie Group does not currently use the square Joining In badges) 
 

Right Sleeve 
 
Group Name Tape  
Lochiel Cub Pack Name Tape 
Scotland Flag  
Great Western District (left) 
Clyde Region (right) 
 

 

Front 
 
Front Left 
Moving On Award (former Beavers only) 
Membership Award 
 

 
 
Front Right 
If your child gained the Chief Scouts 
Bronze Award in Beavers, this can be 
transferred to the Cub uniform.   
The other red hexagonal badges are not for 
Cubs and can be put on a blanket* 

Left Sleeve 
 
Any blue Staged Activity 
Badges can be 
transferred from Beaver 
to Cub uniform (highest 
stage only - lower levels 
can go on a blanket*)  
 

 
 
Yellow activity badges with blue edges are 
only for Beavers and can go on a blanket* 
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